2353 - Original wit - Bambridge - 19th found by Tdylp
[Illegible] 30 for this one recovered by Singapore.
Passed to Wash by film on 21 Nov 41. I
not able to read them when read on 19th
2354 - Same applies
Mss. B soaring + Mss. Brown were the only
two working on them - as no urgency

any send our message to all net stations to Teletype.
in all plain lang from Tokyo - East coast
stations as well as Bambridge. Give priority
in trans. Time Ste Freq
as per 643
Tokyo 27 Nov 1941
JD1-6889

On 17 Nov notified to record transspecific - Jan F Tokyo
radio phone circuit + mail all records by mail
to 201X.

On 3 Dec may need directive to come SF inten -
Circuit to Tokyo in add to pay assign + fund all
p.l. J G & to WAG1 via Twx (in add to code the already
being sent).

All log sheets from Ste S obtained, but did not
get wind execrute visage. Stafford believes East
Coast wit 518 got winds execrute visage but when
tried find out which me. found logs of all 4
stations had been destroyed. City int. also
still missing.
Safford says waves six were coming in on Dec 4.3
Waves were during the night Dec 4.1
Waves were not seen by him at about 0800 4. Dec. Smoke trails was made
up distute made about 0900 4. Dec in adden
of 500 distute at noon. He prepared waves
of distute for cryptos and air ports exposed to
cap by Jap. These were cut as released
by Ad Hoyest ad ingerwill. They went out about 1500 Wash time 4. Dec. (flying
time). McCollum also took action in a
warning wave about 700 who long summer
vents from July I got it 6 warning
Waves were also other boar of recent date
at end with specific warning. War is warn
Warning was complete clear & successful—wave was
Wilkinson who was cap but junior but he was
good command. Hoyes said he meant to
thorle & Cinc Chief. Welke said he do not agree
with you. "Adam 4 is very busy man & he may not
see me as clearly as you & I do. I think it
only fair to Cinc that he be given this warning
& I intend to send it if I can get it released by
the first office." Welke left and went to
get wave to rhoding for his approval to
Adam Stahl. Safford thought wave had been
sent but distute disc until Nov 4.3 that it
had not been resent.

* Safford: wave in mose, Ronnie. Had negative kitka,
positive nigashi & positive mohi. Apparently gaps
mixed both codes.
He told Safford that McCullom was positive attack would come sometime Sunday morning. Start to stack at 9:00 a.m. Sunday morning to be here to send warning wire. Stack refused. McCollum took this to Roberts. [H] Wangel when McCollum was passing thru Honolulu. Either Wangel or Roberts told Safford

Tokyo No. 901 very urgent - SIS 25838

SIS 25850 (to deliver next to Sec State at 10:00 p.m. 7th) SIS 25850

Re: 11:00 907 Came in by 4-5 a.m. OPs 26

Put at Bandt's Air 3rd type. Staf copy reached telegraph office at Dep C about 5 a.m.

That wire was decoded immediate to G. Both Brotherhood who was coming off watch at Beren who was coming on, say warning was delivered to SIS for translation. 905 6 7 8 9 10 all marked urgent were sent over from the same time. Beren remembers he took these over. Wire changed at 7 a.m. but got message cleaned up ready for translation

1st half of 902 came in by TT from Band at about 11:30 a.m. on 6 Dec. War C Time. Beren was on watch and checked up with SIS who was closing. 5 p.m. Jap Army took message and began working on it. About 3 p.m. one of 905 came in. J. Kramer got back to Dept and we wired called up SIS and asked for help. [Schrieber] There were people on duty in SIS but on their own time. Got Rouse at 3:30 got David Card, two girls (crypt and typst) R took some facts out himself, then Card
The 907 was sent over by 20 & 1020 Am 10-20 when Kramer returned from State Dept. It was back from 815 & R made another trip to Stack, W H, + State Dept with trains
Also to copy which he gave Knox, appended note "1 Pm Wash Hme - approx. washing at Wanda- Surnau. House I & urge instant surprise gun & send Pearl H that morning." Saff didn't know if note was app to check copies but was on copy to Knox - delivered to L at about 11a.m Wash time.
Cox was back at Hull's office at about 11a.m after having been to WH & Stacks' office before. About 11a.m. Stack & Marshall go to get letters. French was given wage at 12:30 in stock hall's hand. A hand to gable up & get it to show as fast as possible. While coming in Ann. High Cbp system French sent p. l. wage to SF giving wish to route next wage to
Hou by air cable. Wage sent to SF & at 11:45 French got same wage from SF that Hou cable had ask receipt of wage. French thought it would...

Check this with Clarke
Get letter of R.C.A. CFP signed by Winderbottom giving cause of delay of delivery wage. Difficult in reading wage written by Marshall of
Hardy.

Question: Should all wages "federal" be completely processed ??